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Online grocery retail equipment deep dive
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In conjunction with the Credit Suisse Global Retail team, we have undertaken
a technology deep dive into the space of Online Grocery Retail (LINK). Our
findings indicate an e-commerce-driven inflection point in demand for
warehouse and order fulfilment automation equipment. In this report, we
assess the currently available technologies and map out the material handling
equipment supply chain. The report is focused on the online grocery retail
space, which we see as one of the most technologically challenging segments
within e-commerce, and hence of the Warehouse Automation market.
■ A growth industry. Online grocery retail is expected to grow at a doubledigit rate globally to 2020 (according to IGD), driving demand for automated
warehouse and order-picking solutions. The broader warehouse
automation systems market is expected to record a CAGR of 10% to 2019
after 8% growth over 2010-2015 (KION).
■ Automation is a key differentiator for success in online retail. With
scale of operations growing at a rapid pace, automation becomes a
necessity to keep up with customer demands and to achieve profitability.
Increasing pressure on shorter delivery windows drives up last-mile costs
that need to be offset at an earlier stage of the order fulfilment process.
■ A bespoke industry, no “off-the-shelf” solutions. The adoption and
choice of automated solutions is dependent entirely on the online retailers’
business models. We worked together with our global Grocery Retail team
and industry experts to map out the material handling supply chain.
■ Innovation and recent M&A trends point to a transforming industry.
Technological advances by small players meant that traditional material
handling equipment providers were unable to answer to increasing demand
from e-commerce. A combination of IP-driven acquisitions and Chinese
capital from a governmental push to make robotics an in-house technology
has led to consolidation amongst key equipment providers.
■ Key players. The following players have the widest product offering,
including key technology segments, and featured most prominently in our
conversations with industry experts: Dematic (KION), Swisslog (KUKA),
Daifuku, Bastian Solutions (private) and Intelligrated (Honeywell).
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Figure 1: Order fulfilment process technology breakdown
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Figure 4: The Automation Scale
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Figure 5: Order Selection Time by Activity
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Figure 7: Overview of Automated Warehouse System Supply Chain with Key players
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Figure 8: Significant CFROI® growth trend for Automation pure-plays relative to industry, not priced in
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Executive Summary
“Nothing else matters if the right goods aren't available when, where, and how the
customer wants them. The days of customers accepting what suppliers and retailers push
in front of them are over. The customer is in control.”
~ Craig Menear, Home Depot's chairman, president and CEO

Figure 9: US E-Commerce Retail Sales Forecast 2010-2018
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Warehouse automation drivers and trends
We see substantial growth opportunities in the automated material handling equipment
space owing to several structural trends in consumer demand within both retailing and
manufacturing.
■ Automation to fulfil new business models. Meeting new customer demands within
e-commerce will require increased adoption of automated warehouse solutions as
costs and operational complexity for the retailers will increase. Online retailing is
fundamentally a logistics business driven by performance in inventory management,
cost of order fulfilment and delivery capabilities.
■ Scalable for growth. Double-digit growth in both overall e-commerce and online
grocery sales drives capacity expansion requirements as transitional online business
models are increasingly unable to deliver required volumes. Automated warehouseand order-picking solutions are built for scale and can deliver both higher output and
more accurate order fulfilment than a manual setup at lower costs to the retailer.
■ Cost efficiency and quality. Technological innovation has made automated and
robotic solutions an attractive way to ease the increasing pressure felt by online
grocery retailers to get orders out to customers more efficiently while reducing
fulfilment costs. Automated warehouse solutions can both increase picking speed and
volumes while decreasing picking inaccuracy due to a reduction in the number of
human interactions. In addition, robots are independent of labour market conditions
and can work 24/7 without requiring pensions, health insurance, vacations or breaks.
Crucially for peak seasons they also do not require training, an extra cost associated
with the usual additional hires necessary during the holiday season.
■ Home-to-Shop direct connectivity? A gradual transition towards “complete
connectivity” drives greater demand for automated systems as enhanced inventory
management systems and data analytics are required to deliver on customer
expectations. As the number of daily online shoppers grows across the world,
Warehouse Automation
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consumers are migrating towards mobile platforms and have learnt to expect
increasingly personalised product offerings. Combined with the nascent home
automation industry, e.g. automatic replenishment of a “Smart Fridge” through an
Amazon Echo robot, we believe in a fundamental shift in how we will shop in the future.
This shift is made possible by the full integration of the retail supply chain.
■ Grocery Retail – “canary in the mine”? We see Online Grocery Retail as a useful
case study to gauge future developments across the e-commerce space due to the
high-volume, low-margin nature of their produce and the structurally weak profit
margins that are supposed to cover the increasing costs. See the Credit Suisse Global
Retail team’s report on Online Grocery Retail for a more detailed explanation of why
we see automated warehouse solutions and robotics playing a central role in a
transitioning industry (LINK). However, we think growth opportunities for automated
material handling equipment providers are as important in other branches of retail
where online penetration is higher.
■ Increasing manufacturing complexity. The Industrial Internet of Things and Digital
Manufacturing trends place more demanding requirements on manufacturing inventory
management as customers want more customisation, and are, in our opinion, adjacent
drivers of growth in the automated material handling equipment space: eg. in
Automotive, Tesla X is composed of approximately 1m discrete parts.
■ Automated vs Manual. Regardless of application area, we see several common
benefits with new-generation automated warehouse solutions that can be considered
favourable for an increased pace of replacing manual systems with automated
alternatives:
o

Efficiency: Common for all solutions is spatial savings from reduced
warehouse footprints (up to 85%) and reductions in operational costs (up
to 65%). Space savings are achieved primarily through the possibility of
storing Stock Keeping Units (SKUs) higher and denser, whilst reductions
in operational costs arise from decreased demand for labour.

o

Effectiveness: In terms of effectiveness, improvements are linked to
faster process times and reduced picking errors, both resulting in
improved service levels. The faster an order can be accurately picked
and made ready for shipment, the more reliable your delivery service,
and the more flexible your operations will be in terms of handling late
changes.

o

Optimisation of operations: Automated systems are generally easier to
optimise as they are often programmed to improve themselves
continuously. Dynamic storage, inventory management and relocation of
goods overnight by frequency of purchase are examples. Warehouse
Management Software provides cataloguing of inventory and improves
end-consumers' experience from connectivity and real-time data.

Market Growth
■ Equipment suppliers and industry consultants expect broadly double-digit growth in
sales of material handling equipment driven by demographic changes, increased
penetration in e-commerce and the advent of the Industrial Internet of Things, driving
demand for data analytics and automated operations.
■ Automation systems’ CAGR for the period 2010-2015 outpaced global GDP Growth
and Global Industrial Production by 2.65x and 2.06x respectively and Kion's
expectations are that the industry will continue to grow above 2x economic growth
despite the recent uptick in the global GDP outlook.

Warehouse Automation
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Figure 10: Overview of Revenue Development Amongst Top 20 Automated
Warehouse Solutions 2010-2019E

Source: KION Group

Competitive environment
■ Competitive landscape. There are 10 large and 10-20 medium-size companies
operating in the material handling equipment space capable of delivering
comprehensive automated warehouse solutions. Approximately seven of these
companies can deliver equipment to fit all mechanised and automated tasks required in
the order fulfilment process.
■ Execution track record is key. The industry has a business model favouring longterm relationships between equipment providers and their clients where reputation for
execution excellence is essential to winning new contracts.
■ Service model importance increasing. Over time as the installed base of automated
warehouse solutions grows, industry players expect an increase in revenues from
services and maintenance, which would have a positive impact on profitability as the
service business typically has 15-20% operating margins, versus 3-5% margins for
new equipment.
■ Consolidation. The past three years have seen an increase in consolidation amongst
material handling equipment providers as traditional players see acquisition of technology
leaders as an increasingly attractive way of positioning themselves in response to
changing market trends. A second underlying factor behind this increase in consolidation
among the top players is the influence of Chinese owners’ funds and China’s quest to
make robotics, including the logistics sub-industry, an “in-house” industry.

Warehouse Automation
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Figure 11: Overview of Material Handling System Providers and their Capabilities
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Warehouse Automation Solutions
Automation of the order fulfilment process in e-commerce can be done at a range of
different levels from simply improving picking processes in traditional warehouses or
picking centres to fully automating the entire process, integrating mechanised equipment
with end-to-end software solutions. This report focuses on the automated mechanisation
of the order fulfilment process within online grocery retailing as this is seen as the most
demanding area within e-commerce material handling due to the following factors:
■ High number of individual SKUs and a wide variety of goods requiring different
handling due to nature of products: Perishable fresh food, frozen goods and ambient
dry goods;
■ Different purchasing frequencies: From slow-moving spices to cans of Coke;
■ Demanding customers with high expectations in terms of delivery timing and quality
combined with the high-volume, low-margin nature of the industry.
Although slightly less demanding from an operational perspective, best practice from
online grocery retailing can also be applied to e-commerce in general with natural
adaptations depending on the individual economics of the respective business.

Figure 12: The Automation Scale
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We see automation as the key to achieving long-term profitability for the online grocery
industry as it will help prepare the ground for all three drivers of value creation: Sales
growth, operating profits and asset efficiency.
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Existing fully
automated systems can
reduce warehouserelated labour costs by
up to 65% and
logistics-related spatial
use by up to 60% at the
same time as it
increases the maximum
output capacity

From the introductory level of automation, as seen above in Figure 12, integration of the
online order portal with warehouse operations through a Warehouse Management System
(WMS) can both increase the productivity of a company's workforce and improve its
inventory management and order accuracy. Moving along the scale through the
introduction of mechanised equipment to the full automation of both inventory
management and order picking, warehouse-related labour costs can be cut by as much as
65% and logistics-related space by as much as 60%. With new Central Fulfilment Centres
under construction claiming that they can fulfill up to 200,000 customer orders per week,
increases in throughput from automation are seen as the way to support online sales
growth in what is essentially a volume business.
Retailers have historically been wary of implementing automated warehouse solutions due
to high upfront investment costs, uncertainties surrounding flexibility and quality of the
technology. As the technology advances and affordability improves, the attainment of
required ROI is further supported by data analytics and a growing customer base, which
increases the visibility of revenues. According to one of the vendors' estimates, the current
payback time for best-in-class equipment is 5-10 years.

Warehouse Automation
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The Economics of Online Grocery Retail, a
case for Warehouse Automation
Scale of operations, cost efficiency and customer
demands for accuracy put a strain on existing
infrastructure
In this section we provide an outline of the economics underlying the online grocery retail
industry and the economic arguments behind our belief that warehouse automation is an
integral part of a successful business model. The section is divided into the three following
themes:
■ Key Factors of Success: Scale, Cost Efficiency, Quality and Accuracy
■ Business Models: Conventional Organisation (3-tier), Central Fulfilment Centre (2-tier)
■ Drawbacks – why automation is not yet the industry standard: (i) Upfront
Investment Costs and (ii) Flexibility
As online sales are taking an increasing share of the overall grocery retail market ؎ in
2015 11% of UK customers said their main shopping was done online, up from 6% in
2011 – we see that retailers are reorganising their business models to adapt to the new
trends.

Figure 13: Business model by choice of pick/delivery method decides
economics
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Source: Credit Suisse research

From simply mimicking regular shoppers’ behavior, there is now a variety of business
models in operation. The four main picking models are in-store (using a regular store near
the customer), dark store (a dedicated quasi-warehouse, not open to the public), hybrid (a
store with some dedicated non-public space for certain categories) and centralised (a
large, warehouse-style operation that receives goods directly from manufacturers). The
three main delivery options are direct to home, store pickup ("Click and Collect" or "C&C")
and remote location C&C, which may or may not be attended.
The retailer’s choice of picking and delivery method determines the long-term profitability
prospects of its online operations, from which Credit Suisse analysis indicates that the
Centralised Fulfilment Centre (CFC) model is the only one that can "deliver the goods" in
terms of both customer needs and profitability, the reasons for which are detailed below.
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Key drivers
Scale
In addition to the
traditional benefits from
economies of scale,
investment decisions in
automated solutions is
very much topline driven
with a 3-4-year lead time
on CFC construction,
implying the need to
take into account room
for future growth when
making the initial
investment

In retail in general, and online retail in particular, scale is perhaps the most critical factor
for success, and achieving sufficient scale will have an impact on both the costs and
accuracy of your operations. Nowhere is this truer than in grocery retailing, an industry
characterised by low margins and high turnover, where inventory turnover capacity and
purchasing power are the main levers of profitability. Looking at the wider economics of
online grocery retail, as pictured in Figure 14, we see that scale is an important
determinant of profitability beyond its impact on deciding whether or not to automate
certain parts of the supply chain. The successful amortisation of development costs
associated with building an online platform and a last-mile delivery service operation
necessarily requires that the overhead is spread over as large a sales volume as possible.
Furthermore, scale is an essential factor for the adoption of automated solutions as the
investment decision is very much topline driven. A certain level of predictability of sales
and throughput is needed to justify the large upfront investment required to integrate,
relatively speaking, inflexible automation into a supply chain. The requirement for scale is
further supported by the fact that there is a three- to four-year lead time on construction of
an automated warehouse from the point when the investment decision is made to
completion. Despite a growing number of equipment providers offering modular and
scalable solutions, which allows some degree of flexibility, the initial investment decision
should take into account room for future growth.

Figure 14: Order Fulfilment Lifecycle – “The Ocado Model”

Source: Ocado, Company data
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Following the recent growth trend in online grocery volumes, the immediate go-to solution
adopted by most major retailers, namely in-store picking, has reached a point where it fails
to meet customer demand for efficiency. Albeit inexpensive to implement, the in-storepicking solution has theoretical limits to picking efficiency as the very layout of
supermarkets is designed to be inefficient (organised so that customers are exposed to a
maximum level of possible buys).

When operations reach
c. 3,000 orders to be
processed per hour,
operations reach an
inflection point at
which productivity in
non-automated
fulfilment centres will
go down as volumes
increase

Without automation, the retailer’s order-processing capacity is directly dependent on the
number of pickers deployed in the store. Hence, it is easy to imagine how after reaching a
certain level of orders, the number of store-personnel running along the isles of the store
would become a nuisance to regular brick-and-mortar shoppers, a level said to be reached
when approximately 10-15% of total shopping done in the store is for online. The initial
response to this issue by companies such as Tesco was to build “Dark Stores”, a replica of
traditional supermarkets, closed to the general public and with a more efficient layout.
However, over time it was found that when you reach levels of about 3,000 orders per
hour, operations will approach a tipping point where they hit a productivity plateau as foot
traffic clogs up the aisles. With companies such as Ocado (c.17% of the UK online grocery
market as of 2016) processing volumes exceeding 1.7 million items a day across four
fulfilment centres, one could say that the large players in urban areas have hit this plateau.
This is where the implementation of fully integrated automated solutions will provide the
throughput levels that allow the grocers to cater to the increasing demand for online
shopping without it becoming an impediment to profitability or customer satisfaction.

Cost efficiency
Another key element for succeeding in online grocery retail is cost efficiency. From the
table below we see that Store Distribution, Picking Costs, and Last-Mile Delivery are the
three largest drivers of cost in online grocery retailing. Of these, the largest variable
component, and also the easiest to address, relates to order picking and the issue of
overcoming the increase in labour costs that follows from having own employees do the
picking, rather than the customers themselves. Order picking is also the area in which the
industry is really concentrating its efforts with regards to automated and robotic solutions.
In addition to labour costs, the other key cost components in online grocery retailing are
property, energy and waste. Use of automated equipment and robotics can reduce all
three of these as processes are streamlined with spatial and energy efficiency in mind.
Robots can work in “harsher” conditions than humans, requiring less light and heating, and
they also require less energy than traditional trucks. Equipment put in place to handle
waste and the recycling of pallets will normally be included in an automated system,
requiring less effort and manpower to handle it effectively. In the following segment,
however, we will focus on labour costs as this is where the most substantial gains in
operational efficiency are made.
Figure 15 below does not include the costs associated with receiving and warehousing
inbound supplies, an issue faced regardless of business model. Similarly to the orderpicking process, this is a link in the order fulfilment cycle where there are gains to be had
in terms of efficiency through investing in automation.
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Figure 15: Overall cost comparisons of various picking and delivery methodologies
Picking methodology
Delivery location:
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Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

Distribution of goods
from warehouse to
store, order picking,
and last-mile delivery
costs are the three
main operating cost
components of the
order fulfilment cycle

As was noted above, we find that the business model best adapted to delivering
sustainable profitability is the CFC approach (we estimate the instacart model to be a
more short-term niche solution due to material added costs to consumers). One of the key
reasons we believe in the CFC model is that it eliminates the costs of distributing goods
from a warehouse to a store location as it combines and integrates the warehousing and
order-picking operations within the same shed. Here we take into account the extra layer
of complexity that follows the CFC model in terms of organising deliveries from suppliers.
Despite recent attempts and an ongoing process of automating the last-mile delivery
process, for instance Amazon’s experiments with drone delivery, and what seems to be
the advent of autonomous cars, industry experts we have spoken to see it as highly
unlikely that this area of operations will be automated in the near future. Unlike your typical
Amazon delivery of low-volume, higher-value items, the average online grocery basket of
around £90-100 presents a very different volume/value picture than, for instance, an iPad,
and is therefore less suitable for delivery by drones and other autonomous guided
vehicles. This does not imply that autonomous vehicles or robots will not have a role to
play in the order fulfilment chain. Given the labour-related proportion of delivery costs
(Ocado estimates around 60% of its total delivery costs are labour related), there are
efficiencies to be had from integrating autonomous vehicles at various stages of the
process.
Even though autonomous cars might soon be a reality, there is still the issue of getting the
goods into the kitchen or in the collection locker. Furthermore, the drivers of the delivery
van have become the grocery retailers’ new interaction point with customers. At Tesco,
where drivers are now referred to as Customer Delivery Assistants, the recruitment
process has become a lot more stringent over the past few years, reflecting the new
emphasis on drivers as the new “Brand Ambassadors” of the company, a role taken over
from the “incumbent” check-out assistants in physical stores.
If we expand on the potential benefits of automating the order-picking process, industry
experts we have spoken with claim it is possible to obtain up to a 50-65% reduction in
picking costs due to the implementation of automated picking technologies. This estimate
does not include benefits from use of “floor-to-ceiling” warehousing, allowing you to stock
more SKUs in a smaller area; nor does it include the potential benefits from economies of
scale linked to delivery fleet management and overhead costs (IT and general
administration).
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Figure 16: Estimated Efficiency Gains in Order Picking from Automation – a worked example for In-store picking
vs Dark Store Picking
Scenario
Picks per order
Average Spending per basket (£)
Deliveries per van
Number of pickers
Total Deliveries from 7 hour picking
Total Revenue
Total Revenue per picker (£)
Total picks per employee/day
Picks per employee/hour (7 hour shift)

In-store Picking

Last Generation Dark Store

% Increase

50
100
8
30
200

50
100
8
45
1,300

50%
550%

20,000
666
333
47

130,000
2,888
1,444
206

550%
333%

Source: Industry expert consultation, Credit Suisse research

Although there are cost savings to be had from enhancing the effective use of assets, the
main cost issue evolves around labour costs, which in online grocery amounts to
something of a paradox. Lower labour costs are beneficial to online grocery operations as
it minimises the additional costs incurred from order picking and delivery. However, higher
labour costs might be the incentive needed to switch to automated large-scale solutions,
ultimately leading to a point where lower variable costs establish a cost advantage over
legacy players.

Quality and accuracy
The underlying reasoning behind the importance of accuracy and quality is twofold. The
simplest explanation is the direct additional costs to the retailer from not getting an order
right. Delivering more goods than have been paid for has self-explanatory negative effects
on profitability, but so does delivering too few as the missing items will have to be
compensated either through refunds or the fulfilment and delivery of a new order. Missing
delivery slots also come with additional costs as having to reschedule and reallocate
space within the delivery network carries a cost of its own and takes up valuable time and
space for potential new orders.
More critically, the quality and accuracy of the service is vital to driving increased
penetration of online sales relative to traditional brick-and-mortar stores, not to mention
customer loyalty, which will have an impact on marketing costs, and often frequency of
purchase. Given the importance of scale for the success of online operations, any
impediments to switching customers from traditional channels to online will have an impact
on the profitability of operations. Several research reports, by McKinsey amongst others,
indicate that consumers are drawn by the convenience that follows doing their shopping
online. However, convenience is not everything, and the average consumer is unwilling to
sacrifice the quality, product range, price, or availability that they have grown accustomed
to in regular supermarkets.
Together, these demands place a large strain on the supply chain of online grocers and
necessitate large investments in infrastructure for them to become important players in the
field. Owing to the success Amazon has had with its general online retail model,
customers have grown accustomed to a high-quality interactive web interface and nextday delivery, something they now also expect from their grocery retailers. Achieving this
without compromising quality, and without automation, seems difficult seeing as each point
of manual interaction increases the risk of mistakes and damage to products.
The best automated fulfilment solutions available today achieve above 99% order
accuracy and above 95% of deliveries on time. In addition, integrating the online platform
with the Warehouse Management System helps in streamlining the whole logistics
process as everything from receiving customer orders at the one end, through product
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tracking across each link in the chain, to placing supplier orders on the other, is handled
automatically by the same system.

Business models
In the UK, the major online grocery players have adopted either one of the two
configurations of their logistics setup shown below, namely 3-tier operations (conventional
way) or 2-tier operations as favoured by Internet pure-play Ocado.

Figure 17: Overview of 2- and 3-tier logistics business models

Source: Ocado

Conventional way: Integration into existing infrastructure (3-tier)
When launching their online grocery services, a majority of large grocery chains in the UK,
the world’s most developed online grocery market, chose to build up their online capacity
by leveraging their existing infrastructure of stores and regional distribution centres, also
known as Central Depots. Of the traditional “Big four” in UK grocery retail, Tesco, Asda,
Sainsbury’s and Morrisons, only Morrisons chose not to build up its own distribution
system for online based on existing infrastructure, rather opting to partner with newcomer
Ocado using its technological platform.
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Leveraging existing real
estate portfolios has led
to reduced capital
expenditures and closer
proximity to their
customers. Building on
existing central depots
also facilitates supplier
interaction for the
individual fulfilment
centres

Building on a wide network of stores across the country, the traditional brick-and-mortar
players were able to serve large areas of the country without having to substantially
upgrade their existing networks. With the gradual increase in online sales volumes, Tesco,
the first mover, launched the first-generation “Dark Store”, also known as “Dotcom Store”,
in 2009. From the first-generation Dark Stores that were simply a replica of existing
supermarkets closed to the public, there has been a gradual adoption of automated
solutions leading up to the latest-generation stores such as Tesco’s Erith store or Asda’s
Lutterworth store. These are highly automated fulfilment centres with goods-to-man
picking systems and both in- and outbound landing/loading docks for deliveries. Common
for all generations is how they are stocked from centralised regional depots following
customers’ placing of orders, thus eliminating the need for the individual fulfilment centre
to organise the reception of goods from all their individual suppliers; rather just receiving
the exact goods needed for the current day’s order fulfilment directly from the central
depot.

Figure 18: Inside a Waitrose Dark Store, Picking of Fresh Goods with Visually Enhanced RFID Scanner

Source: Waitrose

An advantage enjoyed by the traditional brick-and-mortar retailers over newcomers
without existing infrastructure is their ability to leverage their existing real estate portfolio,
and proximity to the client, to lower costs. On the one hand, for a Click & Collect model,
the customers continue to enjoy the convenience of being able to go to their local shop
and collect what they have ordered online without having to adjust their travel habits. On
the other hand, in a home delivery model, the total cost of delivery is directly related to the
distance driven and the number of deliveries per trip. Organising deliveries from a
neighbourhood supermarket provides a distinct advantage in terms of distance to the
customer compared with deliveries from a regional CFC. However, the lower order
volumes channelled through local stores might adversely affect the number of deliveries
undertaken per journey.
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Costly real estate
recycling has provided a
less capital-intensive
transition to online
sales, but has often led
to sub-optimal
operational efficiency
compared with purposebuilt solutions

As the online business models mature, industry experts estimate that the first-generation
Dark Stores will be closed down in favour of the much larger last-generation sheds,
leaving the grocers with large-scale fulfilment centres in dense urban areas and local instore-based solutions for rural areas. A disadvantage of being able to build on existing
infrastructure was that the traditional grocers went through an expensive process of
recycling parts of their existing real estate portfolio, developing hybrid stores at previous
super/hypermarkets instead of developing purpose-built fulfilment centres from the outset.
What has been the result in several cases is that the converted hybrid stores have been
unable to obtain optimal scale due to the size of the existing buildings. In addition,
retrofitting an existing shed can be more expensive than building from scratch, particularly
if you take into account the fact that some of them have had sub-optimal locations further
away from customers or key infrastructure than a greenfield project would have had.

Internet Pure-Play Model: Non-existing infrastructure (2-tier)
For internet pure-play Ocado, without existing infrastructure to lean on, it was a necessity
to construct the whole supply chain from scratch, whereby it chose to integrate supply
reception warehousing and order picking under one roof in CFCs. The economics of this
business model are driven by two factors: (i) costs not incurred and (ii) scale efficiencies.
Although similar to the latest-generation Dark Stores in shape and function, they differ in
that they are not served by central depots; rather they receive goods directly from the
suppliers – hence a 2-tier model.

Figure 19: Overview of Centralised Fulfilment Centre Outlay

Source: Dematic
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Realising these economics requires the installation of more, and larger, automatic
systems as goods will need to be handled from reception, through depalletisation and
decanting of boxes to storage in warehouse systems that allows efficient picking and
delivery, all under the same roof (an early example of which can be seen in Figure 20
below). This places stricter requirements on the efficiency of a retail operation as the
target is to minimise your levels of inventory as much as possible across the whole value
chain. Industry experts we have spoken to see little or no benefit in having suppliers
deliver directly to centralised fulfilment centres, apart from fresh goods, as this would only
induce the need to handle more frequent incoming deliveries from suppliers (can be
several 100 a day), rather than having 1-3 pre-organised batches sent from a central
depot, as is the case in the 3-tier model. On the other hand, it also allows the elimination
of the large “distribution to store” costs.
However, organising operations through CFCs can save several of the expenses incurred
by traditional retailers, such as rent and maintenance of a network of stores and
distribution centres, not to mention the savings in labour costs from both reduced
administration and store/warehouse or delivery staff. In addition, starting from scratch with
purpose-built sheds allows the companies to benefit from maximum spatial efficiency as
the shed dimensions and scale will be designed with this in mind. Being built for maximum
scale at central hub locations allows for fully benefiting from the instalment of expensive
infrastructure solutions such as fully automated inventory systems, goods-to-man
workstations, and optimised picking methodologies.

Figure 20: Inside Ocado's First Generation Central Fulfilment Centre in Hatfield

Source: Ocado

Given the additional complexity surrounding inbound logistics handling, having visibility of
sales volumes and the capacity to operate at optimal efficiency, thereby keeping inventory
levels at minimum, are essential to the successful operation of CFCs, which in turn
requires scale. Achieving this scale without compromising on quality and order delivery
accuracy requires automation. Despite the additional upfront investment costs associated
with building these CFCs relative to leveraging existing infrastructure, on a total cost basis
our retail analysts see this as the most profitable model for long-term profitability.
Ocado’s focus on cost efficiency and scale through automation has made it a technology
leader. As its business model has developed, so has its warehouse technology. In the
first-generation CFCs it bought its equipment from third-party system integrators. For the
third-generation CFC at Andover, it piloted the use of its in-house developed systems
where, in the words of CEO Tim Steiner:
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“Every human touch point in (CFC3) is designed to one day be replaced by a robotic
solution.”
As the amount of available data from operations increases, customising the equipment to
the scale and flexibility required to serve customer demand becomes easier.

Arguments against automating: Why is it not already the industry
standard?
There are two main arguments against automation: (i) Upfront Investment Costs and (ii)
Flexibility.

Upfront Investment Costs
The most common reservation retailers have against implementing automated solutions is
the high initial investment costs. With already thin margins in grocery retail (2015
operating margins for UK companies ranging from 1% to 4%), any additional expenses
might quickly erode profitability. Given the additional costs incurred already in online sales
؎ development of online platform, delivery network and additional labour-related costs –
several retailers delayed the investment in expensive fulfilment centres, preferring to opt
for lower capex-intensive strategies until the market matured.
The size of the potential upfront investment in fulfilment centres will depend on a variety of
factors such as the existing infrastructure and level of automation required. However, a
large part of the cost components needed for the construction of an automated fulfilment
centre will also be required for a manual warehouse. Retrofitting an existing warehouse
with automated solutions will save the additional costs of constructing the shed, but will at
the same time often lead to lower output per square metre than a purpose-built solution,
as discussed above, and comes with higher implementation risks as will be seen below.
Automated warehouses
are more spatially
efficient than manual
warehouses. Therefore,
some of the savings
from choosing a manual
option will be offset by
increased cost of land

For a purpose-built fulfilment centre, some of the capex savings from choosing a manual
warehouse over an automated one will be offset by additional required land costs. Manual
warehouses have a maximum rack height of about 12 metres versus an automatic
solution of up to 40-50 metres, thereby requiring a smaller spatial footprint. Furthermore,
our conversations with industry experts suggest that the main cost component of a
warehouse is steel (racking, conveyors, slots etc), which is, to an extents common across
both solutions. Overall, steel costs are c50-70% of the total build costs of an automated
warehouse, depending on speed and throughput of pallets/hour. Given the meaningful
cost overlap, the investment decision is often made on an ROI or payback basis, where
the differences in operating costs and throughput are the decisive factors in determining
whether to automate or not.

Figure 21: Cost Breakdown of 10 000 Pallet AS/RS (Million Euros)

Stacker cranes: 4-5
Control, Conveyor, Automation & WMS
Steel
Total Cost

Low range
0.7
1
8.2
12

High Range
1
2
8.2
15.2

Source: Credit Suisse Research

However, our studies find that even small-scale Automated Storage and Retrieval
Systems (AS/RS) require investments in the range of £3-5m, including integration of
Warehouse Management System costs of £150,000-1,000,000. Furthermore, equipment
provider Intelligrated estimates that there is a minimum requirement of c$50m in annual
sales to justify the capital expenditure, further estimating that the average payback period
can be expected to be in the range of around two years. This effectively excludes smaller
retailers from achieving the economics required to justify the capital investment.
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The realisation of a distribution/fulfilment centre has a 3-4-year lead time, requiring good
visibility on future sales volumes as it will have to respond to requirements at the time of
completion, not at the time of inception. If we look at Ocado and the economic model of its
latest CFC in Erith (Figure 23), we see that total projected capital expenses, excluding
administrative and technology development costs, amount to £225m over the construction
phase for a maximum sales output of £1.2bn. The Erith CFC has a projected pre-tax ROI
of above 50% when operated at full capacity. However, the modular nature of its in-house
automated warehouse solutions allows it to spread the investments over several years,
more closely matching requirements following expected increases in demand. Overall for
2017 it plans to spend £80m on additional CFC capacity.

Figure 22: ROI Calculation for Ocado’s latest Central Fulfilment Centre, Erith (excl. admin-. and share of
development costs)

Source: Ocado, Company data

Flexibility
The flexibility of an automated setup will always be lower than a manual setup as
traditional shelves are inherently versatile and considering that an increase in output from
a manual warehouse consists of simply increasing the number of warehouse employees
and/or shelves on site. In comparison, with the lead time of 3-4 years from inception to
completion of an automated distribution/fulfilment centre, making sure that the setup is
sufficiently flexible to accommodate the operating reality of the business at completion is a
necessity.
In the case of an automated warehouse, it is essential that the payback time of the
investment is within the duration of the outsourcing contract (third-party logistics provider 3PL), or that the system implemented is flexible enough to incorporate changes in sales
volumes or product characteristics. For automated systems, this would typically require a
modular setup that is easily scaled up or down.
The organisation of the overall logistics industry varies from country to country; for
instance, the French logistics market is dominated by 3PL providers, whereas in Germany
most businesses operate their own warehouses. Any automated warehouse is custombuilt to the business it supports. This would naturally leave 3PL providers at a
disadvantage when it is time to renegotiate agreements. Therefore, we see a much higher
proliferation of automated warehouses in countries such as Germany relative to France.
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An additional area of concern with regards to warehouse automation relates to the
implementation phase, and the risk that the instalment process will interrupt ongoing
operations, as well as risks relating to system breakdowns, exemplified by the fact that
November and December are virtually quiet periods for material handling equipment
providers as no retailer risks interrupting operations through installing a new system during
peak season.
There is an element of execution risk inherent in any investment. However, in case of an
automated warehouse, these will in general be lower for a purpose-built warehouse used
for internal operations than for the retrofitting of an existing warehouse, or in the case of a
warehouse owned by a third-party logistics provider (3PL). Retrofitting an automated
picking system in an existing warehouse is likely to disrupt current performance
levels/capacity, whilst in the case of a breakdown, seeing as most automated systems are
closed, there is an existing concern that it will be difficult to perform visual inspections or
revert to manual picking in the interim period before the system is restored.
In summary, a combination of costs and operational flexibility explains a large part of why
automated warehouse solutions are not yet the global industry standard. There is an
interesting gap in adoption levels between Europe and the US, where industry experts
expect the US to gradually catch up in the coming years. Economic factors such as labour
costs and price of land have forced an earlier adoption in Europe than in the US, but this is
expected to change as pushes for both minimum wage and health & safety requirements
are increasingly being put on the agenda. Market consolidation is another contributing
factor, where for instance the dominance in UK grocery business has supported increasing
investments in automated warehousing.
There are also some areas where we see automation as highly unlikely in the foreseeable
future, namely rural areas and last-mile delivery, where either economics or technological
issues will make automation a less preferred option.
It remains to be seen how the current shift in US politics will affect investments given that
unions are central in pushing workers’ demands, and preparing the grounds for increased
unionisation does not seem to be on the forefront of the new administration’s agenda. The
second important factor to look at will be cost of land in dense urban areas across the US,
capable of supporting sufficiently large-scale operations.
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Warehouse Automation Technology
Breakdown
Currently available technologies can ensure an almost complete end-toend automation of the order fulfilment process. Improvements in robot
technology are rapidly filling in the remaining gaps.
In this section of the report we will give you a breakdown of the currently available and
potential future technologies involved in order fulfilment, following the logical flow of the
order fulfilment process. The steps of the process, outlined below in Figure 24, are largely
the same for both the 2- and 3-tier systems, although 3-tier systems require a couple of
additional steps before deliveries are dispatched to fulfilment centres for individual picking.
Setups will also vary across companies, and there are existing technological options
available in the market not specifically mentioned or outlined in the report.
We have divided the equipment/systems necessary for a fully automated order fulfilment
process into eight categories:
1.

Online Portal and Software – Warehouse Management System (WMS)

2.

Identification and Registration Technologies

3.

Loading/Unloading Docks and Equipment

4.

Autonomous Guided Vehicles (AGVs)

5.

Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems

6.

Palletising/Depalletising Systems

7.

Conveyors, Sorting and Decanting Systems

8.

Order Picking

The first part of this section will cover end-to-end automation in both 2- and 3-tier logistics
operations following the above eight categories before we expand on the eighth category,
Order Picking, as this part of the process can account for up to 65% of total warehouse
man-hours.
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Figure 23: Order Fulfilment Process Step By Step
1) Customers place
orders through online
portal
2)Truck arrives with
pallets from suppliers
3) Pallets unloaded at
Automatic or Manual
unloading stations

Fresh Produce
delivered directly at
fulfilment center

4) Put pallets in
Automatic (AS/RS) or
Manual storage rack

2-tier System (CFC)

5) Pallets are depalletized
(into boxes) on the way to
decanting/palletizing
station

Pallets sent back for
recycling

3-tier System

6/8) Boxes are unpacked
at decanting station,
single SKUs placed in
totes

6) Boxes sorted and
palletized/packed in
cages to for shipment to
fulfilment centre

7/9) Totes sent to Order
picking system/areas

7) Preorganized pallets or
cages broken down to
single boxes upon arrival
at fulfilment centre

8/10) Totes sent to
picking station where
customer orders are
fulfilled and packed
9/11) Packed orders are
sent to delivery station

10/12) Orders are delivered to or picked up by
customers

Above: Central Fulfilment Center (2-tier) with reception warehouse (on top) and fulfilment center to the left in blue, 3-tier with reception warehouse for pallets (on top), packaging and distribution
of pre-sorted pallets/roll-cages in red, and fulfilment center to the left in blue.
Source: Industry experts consultations, Credit Suisse research

End-to-end automation in 2- and 3-tier logistics
operations
Automating the order fulfilment process requires the same warehouse automation stages
and equipment types regardless of whether you operate with a 2-tier or a 3-tier system.
The equipment can be broken down into the physical structures and mechanised solutions
on the one hand and software on the other. Differences are in the setup and whether you
separate inbound logistics (Reserve Area) in a central depot, and order picking/outbound
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logistics (Forward Area) in a fulfilment centre (tier 3), or keep the whole process in one
CFC, whole figure (tier 2). In both cases, fresh produce, e.g. milk, bread, vegetables, etc.
will be delivered directly to the Forward Area to limit delays and excessive handling.

Figure 24: Breakdown of Technical Solutions by Stage of the Order Fulfilment Process
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Source: Ruzayqat, M., 2016. Designing a cellular-based fully automated case picking system (Dissertation, Duisburg, Essen, Universität Duisburg-Essen, 2016, p.15.) Credit Suisse Research

Automating your logistics process does increase operational risks following from lower
flexibility. Therefore, when designing a warehouse layout and direction of flows with
automated solutions, one should induce careful planning of the whole supply chain,
beyond the scope of the warehouse itself. A key element is to avoid silo-thinking, implying
that you should carefully analyse all individual steps of your supply chain from upstream to
downstream to identify where the largest savings are to be had. Large retailers are well
positioned in this regard as they have a higher degree of influence on their suppliers,
allowing them to start logistics planning there, having the suppliers shoulder some of the
costs.

1) Online Portal and Software – Warehouse Management System (WMS)
Following the entry of Amazon in the online grocery market with its launch of Amazon
Fresh, launched in the UK in 2016, performance and characteristics of online portals are
only set to become increasingly important in differentiating your offer from the competition.
A key success factor behind Amazon’s growth in recent years has been its web-interface
and its ability to engage with clients, aiding them in their spending decisions by proposing
fine-calibrated suggestions to other products they might like and a user-friendly customer
experience. A McKinsey study suggests that through leveraging basket-building features
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you can increase your average basket size, which in turn impacts profitability by increasing
margins per delivery. Intuitive websites and mobile apps increase availability and facilitate
changes in shopping habits, which in turn might drive further penetration of online grocery
shopping.
Fine-tuned algorithms can also increase customer loyalty by increasing customer
satisfaction on the content of their shopping baskets. Contextual product
recommendations, based on availability or previous history of purchases, in the form of
cheaper or healthier substitutes, appealing recipes and meal offerings amongst others can
all have an effect on both customer satisfaction and willingness to spend. Mastering this
aspect of customer interaction can also have a positive impact on logistics operations as
the ability to provide good substitutes can cover for holes in inventories without leaving the
customer feeling unsatisfied.

Integrating customer
interface with logistics
software (WMS) can
improve operational
efficiency materially as
data analytics help
optimise both order
fulfilment and goods
offering

Leveraging the data obtained from the customer portal and incorporating this in your WMS
can lead to significant improvements in your logistics operations. In order to secure timely
and accurate order fulfilment, having a fully integrated automated system with producttracking capabilities allows you to quickly turn around and change orders without reducing
your ability to meet next-day delivery and one-hour slot commitments. Data analytics also
open up for further optimisation of your product offering as you will, over time, hone in your
customers’ demands, using the data across the whole order fulfilment process.

Global software giants
like SAP and Oracle
enjoy a dominant
market share within
WMS, operating on
adapted ERP-based
solutions

Costs have traditionally been an issue standing in the way of more widespread adoption of
WMS infrastructure, but this is becoming less of a problem as several vendors have now
opted to provide their software as a service (Saas), charging a monthly subscription by
usage rather than demanding full downpayment upfront. There is a sizeable market open
to these solutions as a majority of warehouses across the world are still relying on old
systems or memory/paper-based human-driven solutions. Material handling equipment
providers often develop their own WMSs or adapt existing ones to their equipment. Given
the relationship-based nature of this industry, WMS costs will often be tendered as a part
of total project costs.

The WMS market is split in two with both smaller niche WMS vendor and global ERP
vendors. Where the best-in-class WMS companies started off developing highly
customised software for the control of inventory flows in warehouses, they have expanded
into covering the whole order fulfilment process. Initially, companies were often facing
conflicting views from logistics teams preferring specialised WMS operators, and IT
departments preferring integrated ERP solutions to facilitate communication with other
areas of the business. Today as these two models are converging, with several of the ERP
companies developing or acquiring advanced warehouse modules, this has become less
of an issue. Today, SAP has the largest market share within the WMS space, although it is
not really considered to be a WMS vendor by insiders.

For fully automated systems you will also have a Warehouse Control System (WCS)
organising the flows and operations through your mechanised warehouse equipment:
conveyors, cranes, shuttles, etc. The WCS is a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
software suite that will be directly integrated into the WMS to ensure the continuous
connectivity of all moving parts in your warehouse operation. Communication between the
goods and the equipment is ensured through scanning of barcodes with Radio
Frequency/Infrared systems at each stage of the order fulfilment process.

2) Identification and Registration Technologies
To fully reap the benefits of a WMS and your automated warehouse system, it is essential
that you have the ability to track every item in your inventory in real time. Identification
happens at the moment of reception when once unloaded from the truck, the inventory
item is scanned, instantly adding it to your system. Having your inventory registered in the
same place facilitates stock count, auditing and matching against incoming/outgoing
orders, and reduces room for errors and inventory writedowns.
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After registration, each inventory item will be registered and logged with a scanner
connected to the WMS as it passes through each step of the order fulfilment process until
the completed order has been delivered. Leveraging this data and incorporating it into your
supply chain can be a great asset to your operations as it helps you optimise your
purchases, keeping inventories at a minimum without being out of stock, as well as
reducing the amount of erroneous picks that lead to costly double handling and unsatisfied
customers.

Figure 25: Motorola Wearable Scanner and Communications Device

Source: Motorola

Looking at the main causes behind order fulfilment errors in traditional paper-based
warehouses, supply chain logistics consultant MWPL International has identified the
following:
■ Item omissions, 45% of errors: Picker omitting the item from the order despite the
fact that the item is available in stock. Likely cause, poor inventory overview at time of
order reception;
■ Wrong Item, 30% of errors: Picker erroneously picks the wrong item. 90% of the time
these mistakes happen as the picker is at the wrong location or because multiple items
are held at the same place;
■ Miscount of quantity, 23% of errors: Picker reads the right quantity to be picked, but
makes a mistake when counting the actual picked pieces;
■ Quantity misread or transposed, 2% of errors: Picker misreads from the list due to
bad formatting and picks the wrong quantity, usually short, of the right item.
There is a variety of different scanning technologies available for use in the identification
and registration of inventory items where your choice of technology will depend on costs,
desired throughput rates and accuracy. By far the most widely deployed is Radio
Frequency Scanning Devices that combine radio transmitters and barcode scanners in
handheld units; this is also the most flexible technology and the lowest-cost option, but it
comes with limits in terms of picking efficiency (rates of 50-200 orderlines/hour per
operator, 99.3-99.5% accuracy). Other notable technologies include:
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Implementing the right
picking technology can
improve worker output
from 50 to 400
orderlines per hour

■ Pick-to-Light (100-400 orderlines/hour, 99.5-99.7% accuracy): Light displays
identify the correct location of the item to be picked, the quantity and order in which
they are to be picked, and where the picked item is to be placed. Once picking is done,
the picker presses a button on their scanning device to confirm job done.
■ Voice-directed picking (175-275 orderlines/hour, 99.7-9.97% accuracy): Functions
in a similar way to Pick-to-Light, except here the picker receives instructions by voice
from the central software as to where they should go and what items to pick.
■ Visual Logistics: Use of graphics and images instead of text, or in addition to light, as
an enhancement to RF and Pick-to-light technologies, improving both speed and
accuracy.
Scanner-based picking technologies are also usually fitted to specific picking stations
where goods-to-man systems are in place and the need for workers to be guided around is
no longer needed.

3) Loading/Unloading Docks and Equipment
Automated warehouses start and end at a loading dock where incoming goods from
suppliers are loaded off trucks and into the system at the one end and picked orders
loaded onto delivery trucks from the system at the other.
Traditionally, warehouse unloading has been done with a hand jack or forklifts from the
back of the trucks with pallets either being loaded onto conveyors or straight to their place
in the racks. Some trucks have had roller/sliding systems installed, making use of gravity
to slide pallet loads towards the back of the truck to minimise manoeuvring too much
inside the back, but it is not necessarily a standard. Sometimes cargo is delivered in boxloads, whereupon you could assign workers to carry the boxes onto pallets for further
storage. In each of these cases there will be manual labour involved, and depending on
your docking facilities it can pose quite serious risks to health and safety.
Manual unloading of trucks is a time-consuming process. If we assume a standard truck
load to be 20-26 pallets, it would take anything from 30-40 minutes to unload with a forklift,
even longer with a hand jack. If the goods are delivered in boxes and we assume a box
size that adds up to 600 boxes for the same total volume, it would take two men up to two
hours to manually unload the truck for the boxes either to be sent onto a conveyor system
or onto a pallet for further storage. Although having cargo delivered in boxes can save you
from having to go past the depalletising stage if you load the boxes directly into a
decanting station or miniload AS/RS, it will not have an impact if the boxes have to be
loaded onto a pallet for further storage. These estimates will also hold for the loading of a
truck.

Figure 26: Unloading Dock With Conveyor Use

Source: Loading Automation inc
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Automated loading/unloading docks deploy a combination of drives, rollers, conveyors,
skates and docks for the offloading of trucks straight onto the conveyor and buffer system
of the warehouse, as illustrated in Figure 26 above. An automated dock loading and
unloading system requires the instalment of two systems, one inside the trucks and one
inside the warehouse. This is also the stage where the individual units of goods are
integrated with the WMS and AGV or AS/RS systems.
There are five key benefits of installing an automated dock loading/unloading system:
■ Eliminate or reduce expense associated with running a forklift fleet
■ Reduce labour costs from optimisation of human resources
■ Reduce the number of trucks required in your vehicle fleet
■ Eliminate demurrage charges
■ Improve HMS at the workplace as forklifts are dangerous.
The use of forklifts for unloading involves both costs linked to purchase and maintenance
and operations that can be avoided through investments in capital infrastructure with
longer life and lower maintenance/opex costs, thereby increasing ROI. The time it takes to
load/unload can be reduced to as little as three minutes, down from the aforementioned
30-40 minutes, which allows optimisation of your truck fleet and makes it easier to avoid
demurrage charges arising from warehouse operators overstaying the time allocated to
unloading by the supplier.
For retrofitting existing warehouses or in cases where you want to maintain flexible
operations, e.g. 3PL operations, an alternative to the use of conveyors will be to use AGV
forklifts, as seen in Figure 27. This won’t have the same gains in efficiency from
load/unload time, but you still get the improvements in opex from optimisation of
labourforce and HMS. In addition, you reduce the risk of human errors leading to damage
to trucks or other infrastructure from operation of manual forklifts.

Figure 27: Egemin Autonomous Forklift (AGV)

Source: Egemin Automation (Kion Group)

4) Autonomous Guided Vehicles (AGV)
The most flexible way of automating inventory transportation in the warehouse involves
using Autonomous Guided Vehicles (AGVs). AGVs are wheel-based and computercontrolled load carriers, typically run on batteries with electrical engines that move around
the floor without requiring an onboard driver. They navigate through the use of guidance
technologies such as floor surface magnetic tape, optical sensors, lasers, and
magnet/gyroscope-based inertial guidance. Routes are preprogrammed but flexible and
will incorporate the location of other AGVs to avoid collisions. If they are to be used
alongside humans in shared spaces, they can also be fitted with additional sensor
technology that stops them in their tracks when a human crosses their path.
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Fleet Management Software connects the AGVs and is integrated with the overall WMS.
Wireless connections help the communication between the system and the individual bots
and direct their operations via radio frequency signals. Operations include starting and
stopping, speed changes, lifting and lowering of equipment, turns, change of path and
interaction with other material handling equipment and systems, for instance an unloading
dock or picking station. AGVs can handle heavy pallet loads, single units or specially
adapted moving storage racks, making them employable throughout warehouse
operations depending on type and configuration. A scanning device helps the AGVs
register what inventory item to pick up and move around, and goods are therefore
“monitored” throughout the handling process increasing accountability and accuracy of
order fulfilment.
AGV systems enjoy the advantages of being both flexible and scalable as you can always
add or take away vehicles depending on demand needs. They are also less demanding in
terms of fixed installations than conveyor-based and AS/RS solutions as there are no
ceiling limits and no fixing of inventory flows due to installation of conveyors. In the same
way as other goods-to-man solutions, AGVs can be successfully employed in the orderpicking process, eliminating workers’ need to move around the warehouse, thereby
reducing time spent on non-value-added travelling and searching by up to 65%. Use of
AGVs can also enhance productivity and efficiency as they can reduce cycle times,
provide redundancy and ensure a consistent stream of goods to be picked to the pickers,
potentially reducing projected labour costs by up to 47%. Although more expensive than
static, manual warehouses, for high-volume operations a typical ROI expectation will be 23 years.

5) Automated Storage and Retrieval System (AS/RS) or Pallet Rack
An AS/RS can save up to 85% of otherwise wasted warehouse floor space and reduce
labour requirements by up to 60% whilst increasing throughput and accuracy. Through the
integration of software systems and automated hardware, an AS/RS automatically places,
locates and delivers required inventory items to conveyor systems, picking stations or
manual outfeed. They can be applied for a range of tasks within anything from ambient to
freezer environments with typical storage applications including: Order Picking,
Consolidation, Tooling, Work-in-Progress and Buffering.
The AS/RS technology has been around since the 1960s, but the technology has seen
significant improvements since then that have widened its range of potential applications
through the integration of software and more advanced drives and controllers. The early
generations of AS/RSs were limited to pallet loads and were most often deployed in
freezer operations. There were several limitations to these systems, most notably
throughput as this was limited to about 10 pallets per hour, insufficient for highvolume/high-speed operations. Today, throughput rate capacity has moved to above 40
pallets per hour, and the development of a series of mini- and micro-load systems has
increased the number of applications where AS/RSs may successfully answer to user
requirements.
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Figure 28: Illustration of AS/RS for Pallets with Loading Docks and Conveyor System

Source: Daifuku

There are several types of AS/RS configurations available in the market today, including:
■ Unit-load AS/RS or Fixed-Aisle Storage and retrieval systems (>1000 pound loads –
pallets)
■ Mini-load AS/RS (<1000 pound loads – Cartons, trays, totes)
■ Micro-load AS/RS (<100 pound loads – Cartons, trays, totes)
■ Other small parts systems: Vertical Lift Modules (VLMs), Horizontal
Carousels

and Vertical

For the online grocery industry, and this report, we will focus on the first three categories
mentioned.
All three of these AS/RS systems consist of one or several long aisles of storage racking
that can reach heights of up to 50 metres and depths of up to four pallets. The storage
racks are operated by stacker cranes, one per aisle, that are connected to specific
loading/unloading stations that in turn are integrated with a conveyor network. They
require significantly less space than forklifts, keeping the aisles narrow and thus saving
floor space. The cranes are operated by a software suite connected to the WMS, directing
the automatic placement and retrieval of inventory items by a telescopic device mounted
on the cranes that places or collects the loads from their specific storage locations.
Although the above describes the most common AS/RS configuration, there are others.
Some variations of the AS/RSs are operated by shuttles, particularly among the mini- and
micro-load solutions, rather than cranes. The shuttles are individual robots that move
horizontally along the racks and are connected to lifts at the ends for the vertical
movement of goods. The lift systems and the shuttles operate independently of one
another, thereby guaranteeing a maximum utilisation of capacity across both horizontal
and vertical dimensions, thereby reducing downtime and maximising output. Compared
with crane-based AS/RSs, a shuttle system can have several shuttles moving
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simultaneously in the same aisle, increasing throughput by as much as 5-10 times, ideal
for fast-moving goods. Yet another variation of the AS/RS is the hive concept as
developed by Hatteland and its AutoStore system, which we will discuss further in the
order-picking section.

Figure 29: TGW Shuttle AS/RS for Order Picking

Source: TGW

The efficiency gains from migrating towards an AS/RS from a manual warehouse are in
large part driven by spatial use. Forklift-operated warehouses have a maximum rack
height of about 12 metres and require sufficient aisle space between racks for the forklift to
comfortably manoeuvre in between. Completely manual racks do not have the same need
for aisle space, but have further limitations with regards to rack height as they are limited
to the comfortable reach of a human operator, e.g. approximately two metres.
In terms of gains from reduced operating costs associated with the use of AS/RS, the most
important relate to reductions in required labour following how the AS/RS brings about the
transition from a picker-to-parts to a parts-to-picker configuration, thereby reducing
travelling time in the warehouse, or the switch from forklifts to automatic cranes,
eliminating the need for truck drivers. In addition to wages, there will also be potential to
save on associated HR costs, training, administration and HMS. As will be expanded upon
in the section on order picking, the implementation of parts-to-picker (goods-to-man)
solutions has a substantial impact on the overall costs associated with order fulfilment.

6) Palletising/Depalletising Systems
Associated with the reception of goods and feeding into mini-load AS/RSs or preparation
for distribution from mini-load AS/RSs, exchanging human labour with either an automated
or robotic system can both increase efficiency of and reduce errors from material handling
operations.
Amongst automated Palletising/Depalletising solutions you have both conventional
mechanised equipment and robots. Whereas the conventional equipment has a speed
advantage, it is less flexible and only capable of operating with one pallet pattern and
packaging type at a time, with costly reengineering every time either of these changes.
Due to the ease at which robots can be reprogrammed or configured, and their versatility
in terms of different kinds of packaging, they are our preferred option for the online grocery
retail industry. Palletising and depalletising robots combine PLC software with robotic arms
to go from single-crate units to pallets or vice-versa. The robots consist of a robot
controller and engine that drive an arm operating on 2, 4 or 6 axes, capable of lifting
anything from 40kg to 1,300kg. At the end of the arm you have a gripper that, combined
with machine vision, identifies, picks and places the box according to the preprogrammed
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pattern. The robot is computer operated and any necessary configurations to the
programming are facilitated through the use of Human Machine Interface (HMI) devices
allowing operators to implement changes on the spot.

Figure 30: Kuka Mixed Case Palletising Robot

Source: Kuka

The implementation of these technologies can reduce labour costs, both by taking out
manual labour altogether and by reducing physical strain on the workforce by increased
ergonomics at the same time as throughput is increased. In addition, there are low
maintenance requirements and downtime, with best-in-class operators achieving a mean
time before failure (MTBF) of as much as 80,000 hours. The robot arms can operate on a
layer, row or single-crate basis depending on the packaging shape and form of your
inventory, whilst the PLC software will communicate with your WMS to arrange the order
in which boxes are loaded/unloaded to both optimise the further handling of the goods and
maximise the stability of the pallet. The robots will be placed along a conveyor typically
linked to the front and/or back end of an AS/RS.

7) Conveyors, Sorting and Decanting Systems
Conveyors are the arteries of an automated warehouse and distribution solution,
connecting all the individual pieces of technology and directing the flow of goods from
reception to shipment. Transport of products is powered either by gravity or through the
use of electric or hydraulic power drives and controllers. Inventory units typically travel on
top of rollers or belts travelling along fixed paths where you have specific areas designated
to loading and discharging, alternatively, palletising/depalletising, sorting, decanting, and
order picking. It is through the use of conveyors (alternatively AGVs) that travel time in the
warehouse is reduced, and therefore a central component in the reduction of warehouse
operating costs. However, installing a fixed conveyor system comes with its own risks as it
will direct all material flows in the warehouse, and is costly to alter once installed. It
therefore requires thorough analysis before installation, with some operators deciding to
only use conveyors in parts of their warehouse, thereby maintaining some flexibility.
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Conveyors can be configured to transport either heavy loads or pallets, or smaller loads
such as trays, cartons and totes, at different locations in the warehouse depending on at
what stage of the order fulfilment process you are and the configuration of the retailer’s
supply chain.
In addition to the simple transport of goods, conveyors are also routinely used to separate
and route inventory items within the warehouse facility at the various stages of the order
fulfilment process. Typically, incoming goods are sorted from unloading stations to
separate buffer zones for storage or depalletising before they in turn are delivered to
picking or packaging areas after retrieval. Sorting systems are also used for the
aggregation of orders in distribution centres for pallet building. Implementing a sortation
system involves installing a series of deflectors or diverters (drives, pushers, pullers,
wheels and rollers) that either assist in moving goods from one conveyor to another or
force a change in direction, leading the inventory item off the main conveyor line and onto
a secondary line.

Figure 31: Swisslog Zone-Pick System with Conveyors

Source: Swisslog

Decanting and Order
Picking are the two
steps of the order
fulfilment process
where technology does
not yet sustain full
automation. Of these,
automating order
picking is the priority
due to associated
labour costs

For warehouses with Mini/Micro-Load AS/RSs, conveyors will also direct presorted cartons
to decanting stations where the cartons will be opened and reorganised into single SKU
totes or trays to be fitted in the system, for instance an AutoStore or Shuttle system. The
decanting process comes with a penalty in terms of labour costs relative to traditional
systems where individual selling units are typically only handled if a carton contains
multiple SKUs or in case of an inspection. However, as the prepared totes are put in place
automatically by shuttles/robots, there are significant time savings to the inbound putaway
and replenishment effort once the totes are prepared.
This is one of the two steps in the order fulfilment process where current technologies do
not allow full automation. However, compared with the actual picking of orders, the
relatively low labour costs associated with decanting do not make the automation of this
process a priority.

Order Picking in Detail
There are two remaining links in the order fulfilment process besides delivery that are not
yet fully automated, namely Order Picking and Inventory Replenishment & Putaway
(Decanting). Out of total warehouse costs, the order-picking process accounts for 50-55%
of total warehouse labour expense (replenishment & putaway amounts to approximately
25%), and we therefore see this as the one in which we will see the most significant
changes in the near term.
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Within the order-picking process, travel time around the warehouse and the time spent
searching for the right products to pick amount to up to 65% of total workhours (50% and
15% respectively). By employing mechanised solutions, such as goods-to-man systems,
you can effectively automate this part of the process, thereby increasing worker
productivity by the same amount. The industry is now working on robotic solutions that will
either work autonomously in the warehouse or in tandem with the goods-to-man system to
fully eliminate the need to use human pickers for at least a majority of goods on offer.

Figure 32: Order Selection Time By Activity

Figure 33: Warehouse Split Case Labour Hours by
Job Function
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Currently available technologies are capable of delivering fully automated
picking solutions
Automated order-picking systems reduce or eliminate the non-value-adding travelling
element of the order-picking process. As discussed above, in non-automated warehouses,
order picking accounts for up to 50% of warehouse operating time, of which up to 55% can
be ascribed to non-value-added travelling for employees. The traditional warehouse
operation is organised around the picker-to-parts system, where the picker walks or drives
along the aisles and manually picks the items from the storage locations. Picker-to-parts
systems are easy to implement, adapt and scale, but the productivity is low and labour
costs are high. This is the typical system employed for in-store-picking, and nonautomated dark store online grocery retail business models.
There are five different automated order-picking categories available that can be
distinguished by the four following drivers:
■ Who picks the goods?
■ Who moves within the picking area?
■ Is there a use of conveyors to connect picking zones?
■ Picking policy employed
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The five system categories are picker-to-parts, parts to picker, pick to box, pick and sort,
and completely automated picking. The level of automation is gradually increasing from
picker-to-parts to completely automated picking systems, as can be seen from the figure
below.

Figure 34: Overview of Order Picking Systems by Category

Source: Dallari, F., Marchet, G., and Melacini, M. (2009) Design of Order Picking System. The International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology, vol. 42, nr 1-2, pp. 1-12.

The appropriateness of each picking system will vary depending on the relevant order
volumes to be handled and number of different SKUs on offer for the individual business.
As such, automation of warehouses is a process with a high degree of customisation and
no readily available one-size-fits-all solutions.

Figure 35: Classification of Automated Order Picking Systems by Number of SKUs and Throughput
System Categories
Number of SKUs
Throughput (order lines/day)
Pick-to-box
10,000-60,000
40,000-120,000
Pick-and-sort
40,000
35,000
Parts-to-picker
3000-700,000
60-480,000
Fully Automated
850-60,000
6600-480,000
Source: Marchet et al. 2014, and Schrufer, 2015

From the number of SKUs on offer and orderlines demanded of online grocery retailers in
the UK, it seems that either a pick-to-box or parts-to-picker (goods-to-man) system is best
suited for online order fulfilment, with the latter being our preferred option with regards to
future growth.
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Figure 36: Overview of UK Online Grocery Retailers SKU Range
Company
Tesco
Ocado
Sainsbury's
ASDA
Morrisons
Waitrose

SKUs on offer
70,000
50,000
40,000
40,000
<22,000
>20,000

Source: Company data (As of latest reported, not disclosed consistently/regularly for all players), Credit Suisse Research

You can divide these goods-to-man systems into two broad categories:
■ Split-Case/Light-load Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems: Shuttle and
Autostore-like solutions
■ Mobile Rack Solutions based on the use of Autonomous Guided Vehicles (AGVs)

Figure 37: Overview of Parts-to-Picker (Goods-to-Man) Systems (Picker-to-Parts for Reference)
Order Lines per hour
10 000

Shuttle
5000

AutoStore (Hive)
1000

Autonomous Guided Vehicle (AGV)

500

Picker-to-Parts

250
Number of SKUs
1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

10 000 20 000 50 000 100 000 500 000

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse Research

There are no off-the shelf solutions in warehouse automation – each system is customised
to the individual customer’s business needs. In the figure above, we outline the “sweetspots” of the relevant goods-to-man solutions outlined in this report with a similar figure for
traditional picker-to-parts for reference. What system the retailer opts for will depend on its
desired throughput and range of SKUs on offer, as well as the level of organisational
flexibility it wants for its warehouse (note that the instalment of fixed conveyors requires
careful deliberation of how it will impact movement of people and goods around the
warehouse, whereas AGV solutions are more adaptable).
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Picking areas of the
fulfilment centres will
typically be divided into
A, B and C zones
depending on the
nature of and demand
for the various SKUs

Given the different nature of the various goods on offer, the manner in which they are
picked will vary depending on their characteristics. Despite the fact that both shuttle and
autostore systems, as well as AGVs, will be self-optimising (e.g. place the fastest-moving
goods closest to the picking stations), goods-to-man solutions are limited to slowermoving, ambient or frozen goods. If we look at one of Tesco’s last-generation fulfilment
centres in Erith, it has 21,000 SKUs on offer, of which 3,000 are fresh goods and 18,000
are other groceries. Traditional practice in the industry is to divide the picking area into A,
B and C zones where the fastest-moving goods and fresh (chilled) food are typically
organised separately from frozen goods and “general” ambient groceries. Frozen food and
ambient goods can be stored in goods-to-man systems, where you need a separate
module for the frozen goods, whereas fresh produce is still kept on shelves similar to what
would be found in the first-generation dark stores mentioned previously. Goods picked in
the different zones will then typically be sent on conveyors for final assembly close to the
shipping area.
Among the big online grocery names in the UK, the seemingly most popular solutions are
all tote-based AS/RS solutions. Both Asda and Sainsbury’s have installed a variation of
the “Hive” technology as pioneered by AutoStore in their fulfilment centres. The AutoStore
is a self-optimising system where a fleet of autonomous robots move horizontally along a
rack picking totes for delivery at designated picking stations. This system is also the basis
of Ocado’s Smart Platform where its in-house technology team has expanded on the
custom technology by installing new communications technology allowing it to increase the
robot fleet size up to 1,000 robots per installation. What seems to be Tesco’s system of
choice is Dematic’s MultiShuttle, a variation of the shuttle system.

Figure 38: Asda’s AutoStore Installation (Supplied by Swisslog) in Lutterworth

Source: Asda, Swisslog

The above system has 140 robots picking from 44,680 bins, capable of presenting 335
bins/hour at each of the 10 picking stations. It also has six decant stations for
replenishment at the other end.
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Figure 39: Overview of Automated Item Picking Process

Source: Swisslog

Small-Scale Automation Solutions Exist but are Unlikely to Provide
Sustainable Profits
Current picking robots exist in a variety of forms, but are all designed so that they may be
operated in existing warehouses or with dark-store concepts (as well as in in-storepicking).
LocusBots’ (a provider of picking robots) website states that picking robots can deliver
from 3-5x more productivity through reductions in labour costs relating to “task
interleaving”, travel time, overtime and training costs. It also minimises the impact of
increases in wages and/or related costs. These robots collaborate with workers, making
them more efficient and effective in their already established workspaces. Human interface
is designed so that it requires a minimum of training, and the robots keep gathering data,
feeding it back to the control system, allowing for optimisation of picking routes and
storage solutions to increase combined picking efficiency.
An advantage of using picking robots over a fully automated warehouse solution is that
they come with minimal disruption to existing operations. The solution is also scalable, to a
point, allowing more efficient management of staffing with regards to growth, swings in
demand and location.
Smaller spatial footprint than AS/RS alternatives also makes this solution more easily
accessible to smaller retailers or as a way of increasing output in early-generation dark
stores or other existing warehouses at a lower capital expense.
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Figure 40: Autonomous Picking Robots from Fetch
Robotics

Figure 41: Amazon Robotics (formerly KIVA)
Autonomous Guided Vehicles (AGVs)

Source: Fetch Robotics

Source: Amazon Robotics

However, the economics of autonomous picking robots are currently challenging, with
robot cost versus obtainable picking speed being the main issue. Current robot technology
seems to be either too slow or too costly to replace human picking speeds in efficiently
designed picking areas. Seeing it as unlikely that grocers will employ picking robots for instore picking alongside brick-and-mortar customers, we see their potential use as being
limited to picking from warehouses or dark stores. Although some manufacturers claim
they will be able to reach human picking speeds, they are not yet at the stage where they
can compete with goods-to-person solutions or partly automated dark stores. In addition,
current picking mechanisms are often limited to only 30-60% of available product ranges.
On the other hand, as costs come down and speeds pick up, variations of picking robots
are increasingly seen as the way forward to fully automated order-picking systems. The
current system used by Amazon with KIVA AGVs increasingly seems to be an interim
solution, and they are known to be working on developing a solution allowing completely
automated warehouses with robots both delivering and picking goods. Other producers
have developed picking robots that can be used in conjunction with AS/RS systems that
are said to be able to process 300-800 items per hour.
The last generation of picking robots and AGVs provides an opportunity for other areas
within e-commerce. Specifically, they seem to be suited for fulfilment operations involving
high quantities of small orders for large SKU ranges spread across large warehouse
areas. Using autonomous robots to perform the horizontal travelling can increase order
fulfilment efficiency. A solution that is not tied to the physical infrastructure of the
warehouse is interesting for operations with low visibility of future sales volumes and/or
high levels of peak seasonality.
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Material Handling Equipment Market
Ten large players are driving innovation in an
increasingly consolidated industry.
In this last section we turn to the material handling equipment market, where we outline
the key players and their capabilities, before we look into three particular aspects, namely
equipment providers’ business models, industry trends; and growth and consolidation,
before we provide an overview of relevant stock plays.

Figure 42: Overview of Material Handling System Providers and their Capabilities
Global top 20 Material
Handling Systems'
Providers - Sales
(2015 numbers)

Inbound Logistics

AGV

Daifuku
SSI Schaefer
Dematic (Kion)
Muratec (Murata Machinery)
Vanderlande industries
Mecalux
Beumer
Intelligrated (Honeywell)
Fives Group
Swisslog (KUKA)
Knapp AG (Daifuku has 6%)
TGW
Grenzebach
Witron
Kardex
Bastian Solutions
System
Egemin Automation (Kion)
Viastore
Dearborn Mid-west
Other notable players

x
x
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Business Model
There are approximately 30 companies capable of providing automated order fulfilment
solutions with 10 large companies driving innovation. Due to the critical nature of
warehousing operations for the success of a retail business, competitiveness is down to
reputation for excellence in execution and installation in addition to the physical
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capabilities of equipment. The cost of failure is so high that potential acquirers of
automated warehouse equipment often accept to pay a premium for a proven execution
track record and reputation rather than squeeze an additional 1-2% on the price of the
system.
As has been mentioned earlier in this report, the realisation of an automated warehouse
facility takes about 3-4 years to complete, which, in combination with recognised asset
lives of shed and equipment ranging from three to 25 years, emphasises the importance of
relationship building for the success of warehouse automation equipment providers’
business models. In order to provide an understanding of how these companies operate
and what will separate the winners from the rest, we will now expand on the business
model of warehouse automation equipment providers, starting with the new equipment
tendering process.
■ Initially, the potential client invites contractors to tender for a concept study. This costs
approximately €1-2m and comes with a condition that money will be reimbursed by the
contractor if it is chosen. The concept study involves up to two years of analysing the
business needs of the client, studying warehouse flows, deciding on A-B-C sequencing
of goods (throughput and nature), ROI analysis of needed equipment, determining
warehouse outlay and choice of software applications to tie it all together. This process
is done by external consultants or by the providers themselves.
■ Secondly, after the study has been undertaken, the contractor calculates his final offer
and submits to the client. At this stage, you are not yet 'married' to the customer and
competition starts off with 4-5 competitors who will then be narrowed down to two as
competition intensifies. It is an 'all or nothing' business, where you either get the full
contract or walk away with nothing as end-to-end integration of the equipment is what
the customer is looking for. Due to the intense nature of the competition, the difference
in price between the final two competitors rarely diverges by more than 0.5% (for
example on a $100m contract).
■ Thirdly, once the contract is awarded, this is the phase in which the equipment provider
carves out its own margins, which is typically achieved through the following three
levers:

Margins on new
equipment sales
(typically 75% of
revenues currently)
range from 3% to 5%.
Margins on
maintenance contracts
(25% of revenues)
range from 15% to 20%

Warehouse Automation

o

Project Management: When you have your contact in place you can
start to apply pressure on your suppliers (rack suppliers, conveyors,
robots, software, etc.). A large part of your costs, 50-70%, will be
steel/raw material costs; so your/your suppliers’ ability to play the raw
materials market also has a potential impact.

o

Realisation/construction of project: The actual construction of a
distribution centre is typically estimated to take 1-2 years. Your
construction costs and the productivity of your workforce provide room for
further margin gains.

o

Service: Money is in the maintenance of installed equipment with
margins around 15-20%

Expected margins per new equipment project range from 3% to 5%. Each step of the value
chain has its own margins and will make some profit, but the equipment vendors will also push
products on with a margin of their own post configuration. For a best-in-class automated
warehouse equipment provider with €1bn of revenue, €750m will be from new projects at a 5%
margin and €250m will be service at 15-25% margin. In a similar way as is the case with
comparable industries in terms of tender process, e.g. elevators, it is not unreasonable to
expect that service revenues will increase over time as the installed base grows.
The most important issue for an automated warehouse equipment provider is not to
interrupt existing operations. Over time, the relationship with the client is likely to evolve
towards a partnership as switching costs are high and providers have continuous
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presence on the ground for maintenance and service work; they can also discuss further
opportunities. From one successful installation you might often see potential for new
business arising from the construction of additional distribution centres or upgrades of
existing ones. The sheds are there to stay; the relationship will develop along with new
technological improvements. A common feature of the industry is relationship-based
pricing where deals are done not on a one-off basis but on the basis of a long-term
relationship; typically, initial outlays are reduced in exchange for promises of future
business.

Figure 43: Overview of Automated Warehouse System Supply Chain with Key Players
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Industry Trends
We expect the growth of the material handling equipment market in general, and
automated warehouse solutions in particular, to be driven by several key industrial and
macro trends.

Figure 44: Overview of Age Dependency Ratios Across a Range of Key Markets (% of Dependent
Population)

Source: MWPL International World Bank, UN Population Division: "World Population Prospects 2015 revision"

Industry growth drivers
Among the industrial trends, we see the adoption of new technologies relating to the
(Industrial) Internet of Things, increased pressures on and demand for efficient and flexible
distribution operations, and growth in use of automated solutions across key end markets:
■ Technology availability. As part of their efforts to boost productivity and margins,
companies are increasingly adopting data analytics tools to identify areas of
improvement, which also holds true for logistics and warehouse operations. The
combination of sensors, scanners and RFID tags with warehouse control systems and
automated material handling equipment is increasingly seen as the way forward in
terms of warehouse safety and operational efficiency. The same technology allows
real-time identification and tracking of inventories, further helping to streamline the
logistics process and reduce error potential.
■ Rising customer expectations. The rapid rise of global e-commerce and
expectations for shorter delivery times are further increasing the pressure on
distribution operations, particularly in high-volume areas like online grocery retailing
where online penetration and proliferation should grow across several markets, in
particular high-density urban areas.
■ Increasing manufacturing complexity. A move towards the Industrial Internet of
Things and increased customisation of products, e.g. cars, is a further growth driver for
this industry as manufacturers require easy access to growing numbers of components
with very little room for material handling errors. Other industries where manufacturing
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and distribution needs are expected to drive increased demand for modern material
handling solutions include Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals, and Food & Beverage.

Macro growth drivers
In terms of macro trends, changing demographics, increased urbanisation with price
pressure on land and overall economic growth trends all contribute to increased demand
for material handling equipment:
■ Global ageing populations and increasing age dependency ratios. These limit the
supply of labour available for logistics and distribution operations, which in turn leads to
an upwards pressure on wages. Total labour costs are also affected by increased
focus on Health and Safety regulations.
■ Increasing urbanisation in the developing world. This puts pressure on the price of
available land and, combined with already increasing cost of land in developed
markets, further contributes to the demand for automated warehousing solutions and
the spatial efficiency that comes with them.
■ Emerging markets. Growth in developing countries such as China and India and the
overall middle class in the developing world looks set to drive demand for material
handling equipment alongside increasing spending power and demand for industrial
products, like cars.
Europe is currently the biggest global market for automated material handling equipment,
but we see reason to believe that both North America and Asia will increasingly close this
gap in coming years. We base this likelihood on the effects of the above-mentioned trends
working from a lower base than in Europe, where these developments are already
underlying the existing difference in automation levels. In parallel to this increase in both
labour and land costs, the relative cost of automated warehouse equipment and robotics
has actually come down and is projected to continue to do so as technologies mature.
Consolidation & M&A:
Another key trend underlying our positive view on this industry is the recent increase in
M&A activity and subsequent consolidation amongst the top players.
■ Amazon bought warehouse robotics/AGV maker KIVA Systems for $775m in 2012
rebranding it Amazon Robotics.
■ In 2006, forklift manufacturer Linde AG spun off its material handling division, creating
the KION Group. Kion then acquired Chinese lifts manufacturer Baoli in 2009. In 2015,
it acquired Belgian AGV company Egemin before it in 2016 bought both US logistics
systems integrator Retrotech and Luxembourg-based Automated Warehouse Solutions
provider Dematic for $2.5bn towards the end of the year. Kion is in turn controlled by
Chinese state-owned enterprise Weichai Power, holding a 43.3% stake.
■ In 2014, Kuka AG, a German robotics company, acquired Swisslog, an integrator and
manufacturer of two distinct robotics-related activities: Warehouse Distribution and
Healthcare Solutions, for €357m. Then Chinese appliance manufacturer Midea
acquired 94.6% of Kuka in 2016 for €4.5bn.
■ In 2015, German forklift company Jungheinrich acquired German automated
warehouse solutions company MIAS Group to strengthen its logistics offering portfolio.
■ In 2016 Honeywell acquired automated warehouse solutions company Intelligrated for
USD1.5bn, effectively acquiring its IP portfolio within mechanised material handling
equipment, software and robotics solutions.
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■ In December 2016, Swedish private equity firm EQT Partners bought Norwegian
warehouse robotics company AutoStore (sold under licence by Swisslog, Egemin and
Bastian Solutions amongst others). AutoStore saw annual top-line growth of 50% and
annual EBITDA growth of 80% from 2013 to 2016.
We see two main reasons behind this consolidation trend:
■ Technology access. As the market for material handling equipment and systems
picked up following a decline after the financial crisis, traditional equipment makers
found that they were being left behind on the technology front by new entrants to the
market. Driven by the growth in e-commerce and subsequent changing trends, they
found themselves needing to invest in new technology not to be left behind, and chose
to do this through acquisitions of technology leaders in the market.
■ China capital flows. The second underlying trend is the influence of Chinese owners’
funds and China’s quest to make robotics, including the logistics sub-industry, an “inhouse” industry, a central point in the “Made in China 2025” policy and driver behind
the “Robot Industry 13th Five Year Plan” strategic programme initiated by the Chinese
government.
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When you purchase non-listed Japanese fixed income securities (Japanese government bonds, Japanese municipal bonds, Japanese government guaranteed bonds, Japanese corporate bonds) from CS as a seller, you will be requested to
pay the purchase price only.
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